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Incident Activity

fiResponse Incident Location Map (for general context, preliminary data)
7-Day Activity: 3/29 – 4/4, 2024
Report: Business Intelligence Module, Response Trends Map

Legend by Size 
Class Range 

(acres)

NCFS – By Region 
7-Day Fire Activity (Does Not Include Federal Ownerships)

Data Source: Signal 14 Regional Activity Summary Report  (Signal 14 is a daily snapshot in time)

Date Range: 3/29 – 4/4, 2024

Area Wildfire Count Wildfire Acres RX Count (State & Private) RX Acres (State & Private)

R1 15 13.8 3 1,363
R2 90 214 17 2,245
R3 93 270.4 1 39

March: 3/1 – 3/31

January: 10-yr avg is 305 fires for 511 acres
February: 10-yr avg is 553 fires for 1,427 acres

March: 10-yr avg is 914 fires for 4,214 acres
*April: 10-yr avg is 655 fires for 3,219 acres

(Statewide averages, above, are based on FARS 2013-2022 Data)

Largest incidents Last 7 Days (Ending 4/4):
*from fiResponse & preliminary reporting only*

No “209” Criteria Fires for April as of 4/4/24



Distribution of All Fires & Acres by Month from 1970 - 2022

Cause: All Cause Codes, 
Statewide, NCFS Reported 
Fires Only
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CAUSE: ALL CAUSE CODES, NCFS FIRES ONLY

All Cause Codes - Statewide Fires and Acres by CY Month (1970 -2022)
(by discovery date)
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Regional Comments for this Week – R1
Updated 4/5/24 AM

Regional Comments:

D4:  5 ac fire in Onslow yesterday. Otherwise, occurrence has been minimal. Last rainfall was about 1.5 to 2 inches but has been absorbed. Water in most ditches is gone. Drying 
more each day and do not expect much from next system.

D7: This last rain event was disappointing in D7.  0.1-0.2".  But we still have decent moisture from previous rains.  It can change quick this time of year though. Greenup is 
progressing well but not there yet.  Seems a few weeks ahead of usual.  West side of Chowan river is greener than the East side. Looks like RH in the 30s and breezy next few 
days... D7 is down to 3 equipment operators so the lack of "capabilities" are greatly affecting our RPs.

D8: Our soils are very wet, Very little chance of organic or turf issues in the near future.  Stream flow is up with recent rains.  Pocosins have water in them now.  Fire on the ridge is 
a concern going into late week and the weekend, however, hardwood areas and Pocosins will impede fire growth unless high winds allow pocosins to run across the top until the 
wind lays.  Green up is progressing fast with the moisture and temps we have seen recently.  Soil temperature is up for this time of year and aiding in rapid development.  That will 
be paused slightly with the cool nights we are experiencing on the back side of the cold front yesterday, but should get back on pace pretty quickly next week. 

D13: No activity. Ground fire is out. We're quiet. No real concerns with conditions at this time.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

From Today’s SACC Daily Outlook Discussion for the Southern Area (SA)

• Today -  Look for dry and breezy conditions from the FL peninsula through much of the Southeast coastal plain, while the Appalachians will see breezy and 
cold conditions continue, along with a few rain or snow showers.

• Tomorrow - A Southern Great Plains Wildfire Outbreak appears increasingly likely Saturday. The Southeast will remain abnormally dry, but winds will 
generally be light (for eastern portions of the SA).

• Sunday – A nearly continuous burn period will extend into Sunday across the High Plains; look for windy conditions through the day, with peak winds likely 
occurring in late morning and early afternoon, with gusts up to 40 mph common in the southern TX panhandle.  The eastern states will see warmer 
conditions with RH as low as 30-40%; winds will generally be light except near sea breezes.

• 10-hour fuels: 10-hour fuels will dry out the next few days in most of the Southeast and Appalachians, with increasing values likely next week as more 
humid conditions and rainfall return.

• 100-hr fuels: Drying will continue in the Southeast and adjacent areas through early next week, before moisture increased from west to east.

https://gacc.nifc.gov/sacc/resources/predictive/sacc-daily-outlook.pdf


Regional Comments for this Week – R2

Regional Comments:

• N/A

Updated 4/5/24 AM

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

From Today’s SACC Daily Outlook Discussion for the Southern Area (SA)

• Today -  Look for dry and breezy conditions from the FL peninsula through much of the Southeast coastal plain, while the Appalachians will see breezy and 
cold conditions continue, along with a few rain or snow showers.

• Tomorrow - A Southern Great Plains Wildfire Outbreak appears increasingly likely Saturday. The Southeast will remain abnormally dry, but winds will 
generally be light (for eastern portions of the SA).

• Sunday – A nearly continuous burn period will extend into Sunday across the High Plains; look for windy conditions through the day, with peak winds likely 
occurring in late morning and early afternoon, with gusts up to 40 mph common in the southern TX panhandle.  The eastern states will see warmer 
conditions with RH as low as 30-40%; winds will generally be light except near sea breezes.

• 10-hour fuels: 10-hour fuels will dry out the next few days in most of the Southeast and Appalachians, with increasing values likely next week as more 
humid conditions and rainfall return.

• 100-hr fuels: Drying will continue in the Southeast and adjacent areas through early next week, before moisture increased from west to east.

https://gacc.nifc.gov/sacc/resources/predictive/sacc-daily-outlook.pdf


Regional Comments for this Week – R3

Regional Comments:

• Fire activity increased over the weekend with warm temperatures, low humidity, and breezy conditions. 
• Comments from several recent fires - 1’s and 10’s consumed well.  100’s and 1000’s charred but did not consume.  Have gotten feedback from staff 

that aerials (snags, and jackpots way off the ground) are burning, but this could be due to exposure.  Mop up has not been a problem for them and 
normal mountain tactics are working.

• Tuesday morning’s precipitation brought variable amounts of rain across the region.  
• Amounts ranged from 0.1” in the Asheville basin and northern D12, to approximately 1+” along the Tennessee state line and along the northern portion 

of the Blue Ridge Escarpment.
• Following the precipitation the region has been experiencing mostly cloudy, breezy, and cooler than average temperatures.  Higher elevations saw 

accumulating snow over the past 48 hours.  
• Fire activity will likely increase over the weekend with an associated warming trend; however, relative humidities should not reach critical values.  
• At elevations below 2000’ were at 20-40% green up, between 2000’-2500’ poplars and maples are between 10-15% green up. 

Updated 4/5/24 AM

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

From Today’s SACC Daily Outlook Discussion for the Southern Area (SA)

• Today -  Look for dry and breezy conditions from the FL peninsula through much of the Southeast coastal plain, while the Appalachians will see breezy and 
cold conditions continue, along with a few rain or snow showers.

• Tomorrow - A Southern Great Plains Wildfire Outbreak appears increasingly likely Saturday. The Southeast will remain abnormally dry, but winds will 
generally be light (for eastern portions of the SA).

• Sunday – A nearly continuous burn period will extend into Sunday across the High Plains; look for windy conditions through the day, with peak winds likely 
occurring in late morning and early afternoon, with gusts up to 40 mph common in the southern TX panhandle.  The eastern states will see warmer 
conditions with RH as low as 30-40%; winds will generally be light except near sea breezes.

• 10-hour fuels: 10-hour fuels will dry out the next few days in most of the Southeast and Appalachians, with increasing values likely next week as more 
humid conditions and rainfall return.

• 100-hr fuels: Drying will continue in the Southeast and adjacent areas through early next week, before moisture increased from west to east.

https://gacc.nifc.gov/sacc/resources/predictive/sacc-daily-outlook.pdf


Daily WIMS Observations and NFDRS Estimates
 
 Averaged by FDRA SIG Group 
 This is available on the FWIP at: https://products.climate.ncsu.edu/fwip/nfdrs.php?data=ob&state=NC  

• The averaged values are derived from the SIG Station Outputs for a particular FDRA
 (SIG station names shown in bold on the live link above)

• You can toggle the percentiles on/off, displaying below the actual calculated values
percentiles are based on SIG station averages from analysis of “All Days” for entire calendar year range 
through 2021 

• Herb & Woody Fuel Moisture Estimates derived from SIG Station Averages –  based on Station GSI Settings 
within WIMS, not live fuel moisture sampling. Actual green-up is variable across the landscape.

Daily WIMS Forecast Observations and NFDRS Estimates are also available
 
 Averaged by FDRA SIG Group 
 This is available on the FWIP at: https://products.climate.ncsu.edu/fwip/nfdrs.php?data=fc

Fuel Model X is composed of 1-hr, 10-hr and live fuels (when dormant act as dead fuels) – hence 
responsiveness to rapid drying. All FDRAs within NC (except Sandhills) utilize FM-X at the present time.

4/4/24 Observations

https://products.climate.ncsu.edu/fwip/nfdrs.php?data=ob&state=NC
https://products.climate.ncsu.edu/fwip/nfdrs.php?data=fc


A. Current ERC, KBDI, 10-Hr, 100-Hr & 1000-Hr Graphics:
• These are extracts from FF+ using weekly observation data downloaded from 

WIMS.

B. Weekly Outlook - FDRA General Fire Danger Forecast Matrix:

• Available on the FWIP within the “Resources for NCFS” page.
• The operation link is: https://products.climate.ncsu.edu/fwip/outlook.php
• The matrix updates daily - please review the tool notes below for more details.

Important notes for next slide group:

To reduce duplication & increase situational 
awareness, slides 9-26 are organized by FDRA in 
this order:

*(R3 = Region 3, R2 = Region 2, R1 = Region 1)

• Southern Highlands (R3)
• Central Mountains (R3)
• Northern Highlands (R3)
• Blue Ridge Escarpment (R2 & R3)
• Western Piedmont (R2 & R3)
• Eastern Piedmont (R2)
• Sandhills (R2)
• North Coast (R1)
• South Coast (R1 & R2)

https://climate.ncsu.edu/fire/ncfs/
https://products.climate.ncsu.edu/fwip/outlook.php


FDRA – Southern Highlands





FDRA – Central Mountains





FDRA – Northern Highlands





FDRA – Blue Ridge Escarpment





FDRA – Western Piedmont





FDRA – Eastern Piedmont





FDRA – Sandhills





FDRA – North Coast





FDRA – South Coast





Outlook Summary Tables 
– Organized by Region – 

Summary Table by FDRA using count of colored blocks in a day’s forecast.

Key: 4+ Red Blocks on a Day =  “Critical” Day Potential; Red Color
 4+ Yellow or Combo of Yellow/Red = “High” Day Potential; Yellow Color
 6+ Blue-Green Blocks = “Low to Mod” Potential Day; Blue-green Color

These summary tables provide a generalization applied across the FDRA, based upon daily 
weather and NFDRS forecasts projected through seven days.  Forecasts and resulting 
outputs will change significantly over time & also depend upon actual precip 
amount/duration.  Local factors should also be considered.

Output from NFDRS 
forecast generated on 
4/4/24 using 1300 Obs.



Statewide Slides



Hot-Dry-Windy Index (HDW)

• Another visualization tool to 
pick up on broader weather, 
but with *limitations

• Only uses Max VPD 
(atmospheric moisture & 
temp) & Max Wind Speed to 
generate outputs

• Coarse Resolution - 0.5 
Degree Grid

• No Account of Local Fuel 
Conditions & Topo Influences

https://www.hdwindex.org/probs.html 

Sunday > 75th Percentile

Tuesday > 75th PercentileMonday > 75th Percentile Wednesday > 75th Percentile

Friday > 75th Percentile Saturday > 75th Percentile

https://www.hdwindex.org/probs.html


Air Quality Notes

https://airquality.climate.ncsu.edu/discussion/?view=latest 

https://fire.airnow.gov/# 

NCDAQ Forecaster Discussion (Thursday - PM)   

General Forecast Discussion

Through Sunday, behind the front, the upper-level low will become trapped due to a Greenland upper-level ridge, setting 
up another period of below-normal temperatures across the eastern U.S. through the weekend. These conditions should 
result in a persistent dry, cool and clean air mass feed into the state on northwesterly winds and hold air quality levels in 
the Code Green range statewide.

https://airquality.climate.ncsu.edu/discussion/?view=latest
https://fire.airnow.gov/


ENSO Notes from the CPC (3/14/24 Update)

Slide Source:   https://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/products/analysis_monitoring/lanina/enso_evolution-status-fcsts-web.ppt 

ENSO Alert System Status::  El Niño Advisory / La Niña Watch

 A transition from El Niño to ENSO-neutral is likely by April-June 2024 (83% chance), with the odds of La Niña developing by June-August 2024 (62% chance).

ENSO, or El Nino Southern Oscillation, is a fluctuation in the sea surface temperature (SST) in 
the equatorial Pacific Ocean. Research has shown that even slight changes in the SST, 
particularly in area 3.4, can influence weather in North America. Generally, when SSTs are 
lower than normal, known as La Nina, NC has drier than normal conditions and can have more 
fire occurrence. However, La Nina also can lead to more tropical activity. El Nino, on the other 
hand, usually means wetter weather for NC, but less opportunity for tropical landfalls due to 
increased wind shear. In order to declare a La Nina, the departure from average SST must be at 
least -0.5⁰ C (line shown in green) for 3 consecutive months. For El Nino, the departure must 
be at least 0.5⁰ C above average for 3 consecutive months.

From the most recent CPC Diagnostic Discussion (ENSO Diagnostics Discussion):

[The most recent IRI plume indicates a transition to ENSO-neutral during spring 2024, with La Niña 
potentially developing during summer 2024 [Fig. 6]. While different types of models suggest La 
Niña will develop, the forecast team favors the dynamical model guidance, which is slightly more 
accurate for forecasts made during this time of year. Even though forecasts made through the 
spring season tend to be less reliable, there is a historical tendency for La Niña to follow strong El 
Niño events. In summary, a transition from El Niño to ENSO-neutral is likely by April-June 2024 
(83% chance), with the odds of La Niña developing by June-August 2024 (62% chance; [Fig. 7]).]

https://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/products/analysis_monitoring/lanina/enso_evolution-status-fcsts-web.ppt
https://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/products/analysis_monitoring/enso_advisory/enso-alert-readme.shtml
https://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/products/analysis_monitoring/enso_advisory/ensodisc.shtml


State Climate Office: Short-Range Monthly Outlook for NC
Released 4/4/24 & Location: https://climate.ncsu.edu/fire/outlooks/ 

https://climate.ncsu.edu/fire/outlooks/


CPC Temp & Precip Outlook 
 6-10 Day, 8-14 Day, Weeks 3-4, Seasonal  

Source: https://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/ 

https://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/


WPC Forecasted Surface Fronts & Sea-Level Pressures

Monday - 800 am

Tuesday - 800 am Wednesday - 800 am Thursday - 800 am

Saturday – 800 am Sunday - 800 am

Location: https://www.wpc.ncep.noaa.gov/# 

https://www.wpc.ncep.noaa.gov/


Quantitative Precipitation Forecast, 7-Day
Day - 3 Day - 4

Day - 6Day - 5

Day - 7

Day - 1 Day - 2

Location: https://www.wpc.ncep.noaa.gov/# 

*Important to note these values are 
subject to significant change as 
weather system modeled tracks 
adjust farther out in time.

https://www.wpc.ncep.noaa.gov/


7-Day Precip Totals

https://www.nohrsc.noaa.gov/ 

3-Day Estimated Snow Totals

Days Since ≥ 0.25” 
Rain Event 

14-Day Precip Totals

Observed 
Precipitation

7-Day Estimated Rain Totals

https://www.nohrsc.noaa.gov/


Percent of Normal Precip & SPI, FWIP (Ending Thursday @ 0800 4/4)

30-Day % of Normal 60-Day % of Normal 90-Day % of Normal

PNP:  ~45% of Normal in Central D-9 areas at 14-day Scale                 Driest areas at ~75% of normal at 1-Month scale.     Driest areas at ~65% of normal at 2-Month scale.                         Driest areas ~70% of normal at 3-Month scale.

30-Day SPI 60-Day SPI 90-Day SPI

Description of Standardized Precipitation Index 

14-Day % of Normal

120-Day SPI

https://climatedataguide.ucar.edu/climate-data/standardized-precipitation-index-spi#:%7E:text=The%20raw%20precipitation%20data%20are,from%20the%20long%2Dterm%20mean.


KBDI - Gridded & Station Points 
FWIP (Point calculation from WIMS @ 1300 on 4/4/24, SCO created Grid ending 0800 4/4/24)

Product below is created by the Midwestern 
Regional Climate Center. See FAQ.

https://mrcc.purdue.edu/VIP/aboutKBDI.html


Drought Situation

Note general decline in 
stream flows in central and 
southwest mountains.

Source: https://waterwatch.usgs.gov/index.php?m=pa07d&r=nc&w=map 

https://waterwatch.usgs.gov/index.php?m=pa07d&r=nc&w=map


SPoRT Modeled Relative Soil Dryness
• Note areas of modeled improvement/degradation over the past 

couple of weeks.  Dryness creeping back in to portions of the 
west.  As green-up and evaporative demand increases, expect 
more rapid changes if rainfall continues to be scattered in nature.

Source:  https://weather.msfc.nasa.gov/sport/case_studies/lis_NC.html 

0-40 cm Depth

0-200 cm Depth

https://weather.msfc.nasa.gov/sport/case_studies/lis_NC.html


Green Fraction & Green-Up Anomaly

Link: https://weather.msfc.nasa.gov/cgi-bin/basicLooper.pl?category=lis_NC&initialize=first&regex=gvf_20230228 

Last Week Current

1-Month Change

Lower elevation sites remain about 6-12 days 
ahead of “normal” related to green-up 
processes, due to generally abnormally warm 
conditions. *Not Pocosin or Bay Environments*

Another frost and freeze event looks to occur 
before the next significant warm up into next 
week.  

Road shoulder or yard grass greening can also 
be setback by rapid depletion of shallow plant 
available water, if rainfall deficits build in 
combination with arrival of Spring.

Many of the brown locations on the change map are likely 
agricultural areas that have been disked/cultivated or treated 
with herbicide in preparation for spring planting.

https://weather.msfc.nasa.gov/cgi-bin/basicLooper.pl?category=lis_NC&initialize=first&regex=gvf_20230228


Significant Wildland Fire Potential Outlook:
Updated 4/1/24 – Next Update on 5/1/24

*Forecast uncertainty could easily 
lead to an expansion of  “Normal” or 

“Above Normal” Fire Potential if 
abnormally dry conditions 

expand/worsen going through April.

A significant fire is one that 
requires resources from outside 
the district (other than aviation). 
IA potential is based more on 
shorter term weather factors. Just 
a few days of dry weather can 
increase IA activity considerably as 
we have seen this year. 



Modeled Departure from Normal by Week: 100-hr Fuels
Output relies on experimental forecast outputs and is subject to change

From: https://climatetoolbox.org/tool/Climate-Mapper , 100-hr Map Link

Week-1

Week-2

This output can provide insight into 
general drying trends and potential 
impacts to overall fire danger, 
especially prior to full green-up.

Note near normal conditions for Weeks 
1-2.   Weeks 3-4 show potential for fuel 
moistures to be significantly drier, 
especially west.  

Relates to interactions of 
warmer/colder temps, moist/dry air 
masses, precip amt/duration and 
overnight RH recovery trends.

Important to note that there is significant 
forecast uncertainty as you go further out in 
time. 

Week-3

Week-4

https://climatetoolbox.org/tool/Climate-Mapper
https://climatetoolbox.org/tool/climate-mapper?product=cfsv2_fire&variable=fm100a&season=wk1&mapMin=-5&mapMax=5&opacity=0.7&colorPalette=RdBu&numColors=9&outOfBoundsColor=extend&baseMap=World_Topo_Map&mapZoom=7&mapCenterLat=32.79035&mapCenterLon=-83.59863
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